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with” the surfaces of our gadgets, but still in this form, an illusion is all we 

are ultimately permitted. 

This leaves the curious soul with the desire to connect, to penetrate and to 

expose layers. Far from shallow, artists are aware that surface depths are 

theirs to inhabit, whether they manifest a mask of superficiality, a final layer 

of honesty or a cloak of mystery. 

In the lush series Fabergenic, Melissa Gwyn uses one-point perspective and 

carefully manipulated ribbons of oil paint to seduce and intrigue, indicating 

fertile but delicate dimensionality. Blake Gibson’s paintings instinctually 

follow mark with mark, gouging, scooping and continuously carpeting 

a depthless field of chromatic texture that somehow still infers infinite 

atmosphere. Marla Fields’ work startles us with a dense yet luminous crust 

of color, the detritus of life visible, suggesting an emotional archaeology we 

can dig into deeply. Mind Gears by Timothy Nero allow not only paint, but 

also non-rectangular form to reference interior machinery, hinting at busy 

mind-mechanics under a protective fleshy-fibrous pelt.

The earth’s surface becomes a canvas through the rain paintings of Jim

Wilsterman. By exposing layers of ruddy earth, precipitation acts as both 

paint and brush, pummeling and mottling the surface into a familiar but still 

alien landscape. Our eco-systemic relationship to the earth’s surface comes 

alive in Desert Haiku, a hauntingly beautiful film by Marie-Michèle Jasmin-

Bélisle. At once both ancient and contemporary, the film presents a visual 

meshing of desert landscape, the precious element of water and spirit-like 

human progeny synchronizing in an order long-buried in our collective 

memory. Landscape comes alive in the unique tableaux of Gregory Euclide;

what might have been a rather pleasant, contemplative work becomes 

a dynamically materialized island of life bursting from the wall, daring to 

inhabit real space in a surprising convulsion of the picture-plane.

Imagined human self-sustainability is the topic of Nicole Dextras’ Nomadik

Harvest Dress, a “wearable architecture” made from recycled clothing and 

natural materials. Its surface performs the multiple functions of covering, 

sheltering and even feeding the wearer. This may indicate an echo of our 

nomadic past or a prototype for use in an uncertain future. The cluster 

paintings by Peter Voshefski seem to illustrate a non-sequential narrative 

of the mythology of life and earth. On each “page” we discover a new 

Gregory Euclide, Mineral

‘‘ Desert Haiku (...) a hauntingly beautiful film ... ‘‘



Ovoid Clutch, 2012, oil on panel, 36 x 24 inches

Melissa Gwyn
San Francisco, California

“My paintings from the series Fabergenic are animated by formal, conceptual 
and material contradictions. The compositional principle for most pieces is 
a centered circle, yet my work is about instability. I apply centuries old one-
point perspective drawing technology to make allusions to digital wireframe 
renderings used in medical modeling. I’ve chosen my subject, Faberge eggs, 
because their decorative frivolousness stands in contrast to their historical 
gravitas. On the surface of my paintings, luxuriant splurges of oil paint and 
aesthetically crafted imagery belie social commentary on class, science and 
human vanity. The space between these contradictions is where the form 
and content of my work evolves.”

Still from Desert Haiku, 2012, video, run time 15 minutes

Marie-Michèle Jasmin-Bélisle  
Albuquerque, New Mexico / Montreal, Quebec

“Desert Haiku is a cinematic ode to the desert. Part poem, opera, creation 
story and personal mythology, it speaks of the memory of the land through 
the fusion of modern technology and ancient landscapes. The film was 
inspired by the theory of morphic resonance, and born after eight years 
of traveling through the American Southwest, experiencing the presence 
of the sublime. Re-imagining the memory of the desert, both ancient and 
future, the search for water as the source of life becomes also a metaphor 
for one’s soul. Roaming the land, exploring its textures and formations, one 
begins to draw parallels of identity between our own mystic DNA, Sun and 
Earth, skin and soil, movement and water, soul and sky.”  
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Music to Your Ears
Le Chat Lunatique Unveils Nouveau Vintage Video
By Jessica Cassyle Carr

Filmmaker Marie-
Michele Jasmin-Belisle
is used to working
spontaneously. Her
projects tend to be free-
flowing art films, on-the-
road documentaries or
video loops. As director
of Albuquerque gypsy
jazz quartet Le Chat
Lunatique’s first official
video, the Montreal native
and part-time New
Mexico resident entered unfamiliar territory. The video was the result of a
very planned scenario. “It involved a ridiculous amount of logistics,”
Jasmin-Belisle says via e-communiqué.

Years in the making, the concept for the locally shot “Demonic Lovely”
video came to Jasmin-Belisle after she was bitten by a black widow spider.
It features dancer Elizabeth Dwyer Sandlin as a black-widow-type woman
who, with the help of a few friends, picks off members of the band. In
keeping with Le Chat’s aesthetic, its stars—and dozens of extras—are all
done up in 1940s style.

“I must say that our
production meetings
were always pretty
damn funny, and that
we had the time of our
lives shooting it—
although Jared, who
had to carry his bass
through the desert,
may not agree with
the entirety of that
statement,” the
director says.

See the premiere of
the “Demonic Lovely”
video at Low Spirits—
where parts of it were
shot—on Friday. The
evening will include a
few viewings of the
video, as well as
deleted sequences and
behind-the-scenes
footage and a live

performance by the band. The video will post to the web on Saturday, Jan.
21.

Le Chat Lunatique video release party
with Felix y Los Gatos, DJ Cloud and DJ Limn 

Friday, Jan. 20, 9 p.m.

Matthew Legan Sanchez: Attorney at Law
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Stills from ‘Nowa Cumig: The Drum Will Never Stop’ by Marie-Michele Jasmin-Belisle. 

















A still from ‘Demonic Lovely’ by Marie-Michele Jasmin-Belisle. The video will be released at Low Spirits in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico on January 20, 2012.
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Song Roulette
Random tracks from filmmaker Marie-Michele Jasmin-Belisle
By Jessica Cassyle Carr

Marie-Michele Jasmin-Belisle is a
French Canadian filmmaker and
owner of 8h51 Digital Bohemia.
When she’s not traveling and working
around the world, she resides in
Albuquerque. A music fan with
eclectic taste, we ask the auteur
behind Le Chat Lunatique’s
upcoming first music video to share
five random tracks.

1) “Doo Wop (That Thing)”
• Lauryn Hill • The Miseducation
of Lauryn Hill

“Hmmm. Love that girl, love that
song. Probably one of my all-time
favorites. I remember first seeing
the music video for it back home
in Montreal and having unlimited
respect for Miss Hill—especially
since I was so in love with her in
her Sister Act 2 days.”

2) “Act 2, Scene 12: Chocolate
(Spanish Dance)” • Tchaikovsky
• The Nutcracker

“Ha! So I was raised on ballet
music, opera and classical
everything. Tchaikovsky is my
favorite composer, and The
Nutcracker my favorite suite. Now
that my sister lives in England, I
get to have real Dickensian
Christmases there and float around
in Victorian and Edwardian homes
drinking tea, having plum pudding and listening to this. On repeat.”

Santa Ana Garden Center
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thefirstrun  is the blog of Berlin-based designer Matt Wilson, of men’s lifestyle mag DenimHunters and 
The Selvedge Run. 


